
Offensive Lob at the Non-volley Zone
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Play Tips

The offensive lob is a great “weapon” you can add to your game!
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This tip is presented to you by the One More Game Pickleball Club (OMG).

Use the offensive lob when you and your opponents are at the non-
volley line (i.e. kitchen line) engaged in a dinking match. 

When to use the offensive lob? 

Wait until the moment when your 
opponents are leaning a little too 
far forward or getting a little slow 
moving back to the ready position. 
Then, using the exact same motion 
you would have used to hit a dink, 
give the ball some extra loft, and 
have it go well over your opponents’ 
heads into a lob, which they can’t 
get back for because they were too far committed to a dink.

Why use the offensive lob? 

It moves your opponents off the non-volley zone and puts you and 
your partner in a very offensive position at the net.

The most important things to know about hitting the offensive lob 
at the non-volley zone is to:

1. Be at the net involved in a dinking rally.

2. Your previous shot was one that compromised your opponents.

3. Take the ball out of the air to cut off the reaction time of your 
opponents.

4. Then simply use your dinking motion but swing with a full follow-
through to the top of your head. That full motion (instead of 
the shorter dinking motion) will easily place the ball over your 
opponents’ heads.

The common mistake made with the offensive lob is to swing too 
fast. Let the paddle do the work. Less is more. Just slowly continue 
your dinking motion until your arm can't go any further which is 
typically to the top of your head.  Remember, don't pop your body 
up; stay down (keep your head down as you hit the ball).

Drill Tip.  Practice the lob. Stand at the non-volley zone. Get in the 
ready position. Drop the ball, and practice your lob. Ensure you 
swing slow and smooth with a full follow through, and ensure you 
stay down (don't pop up).

Click here to watch Simone Jardim’s video entitled How to Hit 
Offensive Lobs.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wxOAYGicRzQ

